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About This Game

Dean Daimon

Dean Daimon is a side scrolling action game. You control your bike and drive your way through hordes of enemies in
order to reach your destination alive. You will start with a simple pistol. Blow up stuff to collect cash to upgrade your

weapons. Just press space (pause) to access the store to buy new guns!

Enemy will try to attack and destroy you. Fight them! When its getting to difficult, avoid the enemy bullets by hiding behind
other vehicules.

Control your bike with wsad or arrow keys.
Aim and shoot with your mouse.

Pause the game with the spacebar.
You can switch weapons pressing the key from 1 to 6.
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STORY :

Dean Kirost, once a corporate executive, is scapegoated and expunged by the corrupt corporate leaders, and is now a fugitive.
Not giving up, he resorts to violence to free himself from the clutches of the authorities. Play as Dean and ride your bike, the

Daimon, through the highway.
Defend yourself by destroying the cops with deadly accuracy who are trying to kill you! Buy powerful weapons to help you

defeat wave after wave of enemies, and win!
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Title: Dean Daimon
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Josh Tam Universe
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2017
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This game is terrible. It's glitchy as hell. Some sort of video tried to play in the middle of the game play. Looked like the start to
a terrible porno. Then I got stuck in the kids room and there was no way out. I checked out other game plays and after a little bit
the door just opened, but mine never did. I couldn't even finish this game. Even before the game messed up it still wasn't fun.
All you did was run in around a big house and try to find notes. Nothing truly scary and the story line was all over.. Game is an
amazing arcade game and I really like the art and design and gameplay and music and the satisfying feeling of being a getaway
driver and getting paid!

This game is still in development so there's gonna be even more stuff, but even now it's so addicting, gj community for ideas
and devs fora cool game (and series - there's Pako 1 -- what does Pako even mean?). Great murder investigation game. You
really have to observe, use your brain and connect the dots to find out the truth. The game doesn't hold your hand with super
obvious clues or giving you clear indicators on a silver plate, you have to pay attention, read between the lines, and examine
things carefully, as it usually takes some extra work and reasoning to solve the puzzles and find out what to do and where to go
next, otherwise you may get easily stuck.

The story just keeps getting better and more intriguing as you progress through the game and read diaries and documents that
establish the story and relationships between characters. I personally got really immersed into the story and my interest in
solving the case never dropped at all during my playthrough. I even empathized with the stories of the characters portrayed
through these different diaries.

A few things, however, could have been improved. The game, for example, leans a bit too much on finding keys and passcodes
to unlock doors and desks (which ocasionally results in finding another key to unlock another thing to find another key), and this
can get somewhat repetitive. Considering the game has a lot of puzzles, it could have used a little more variety in this aspect.
The ending sequence also feels like it needed more polishing (maybe it was rushed), but I won't write details about that to avoid
spoilers.

An excelent game for anyone who likes mystery solving and detective games. I'm glad I bought it, and hope to see more games
like this in a future.. I regret nothing, not even writing the review in this way.. the absolute greatest game ive ever played
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I always loved and played the games in the EA Skate franchise. Loved the controller scheme and with Skater XL, it took the
controller scheme and made it 10x better. I can't think of any other words to use than I love this game.. Got for 50% off via
coupon
Beginning is easy as balls.
Champion is hard as balls.
11\/10 if you love balls.. this game is gay, not gonna lie. It doesnt feature the epicest character ever; Alice. Yeah not enough
♥♥♥♥♥♥s in this game. sorry fellas dont recommend. So much potential but the pacing is unacceptable. Nothing quite like
getting stuck at a couple of monsters two seconds away from the check point and getting killed constantly. At least in
commander keen when I would get stuck I could wander around good sized levels.

Not gamepad comptatable which is unacceptable. Joy2Key is not an excuse.

Graphics are good. What the dev tried to do was admirable, but from a guy who played computer games in the late 80s and early
90s, this game is still pretty unfun.

Also, on a side note, this game IS Linux compatable. I was able to run it on Linux Mint.. I bought this game without really
knowing what it was. It just looked cool and had an interesting name. So once I clicked play I didn't know what I was going to
play really. But I was happily met with awesome rock music and a really fun game. I played a bunch of times trying to get the
highest score I possibly could. Got into the 39th spot so far. And when I want to throw on my own music or wanna check
something real quick; I can just tab out of the game with no issue. Take note Ubisoft, since when playing The Division or The
Crew 2 tabbing out is a huge issue.
I really love the aesthetic, the music; and the gameplay. There's subtle details like how you tell how much health you have and
when you take damage. It's a game that not only is really fun but shows how its art and detail to gameplay is really damn good.
And playing with a controller makes it even better!

My only complaint is it doesn't seem I can shoot the red missiles which is midly annoying.. I thought and hoped that the
criticism of the control system was nit-picking and overdone.

Not so. It is ludicrously unmanageable and because of this, the game becomes a chore rather than fun. And that is wrong.

Add to that the fact that it runs as slow as a Facebook user's brain on a top end system and you have a recipe for
disappointment.. I do not reccomend this game. Even if you buy it on sale, it's not worth the price.

Pros-
1. The art is the only thing I liked about this game. The environments are pretty well drawn and are what initially enticed me to
buy the game. Even so, there's places where the characters are drawn in awkward-looking positions and for me, it breaks the
immersion.

Cons-
1. The price. This game is 7 dollars US. It's not worth even three dollars as an experience. Here's why:

2. The dialogue is stilted and deadpan. I'm not sure if it's due to the inexperience of the actors or the translation of the script, but
no one in this game seems to completely sell their emotions in any scene. Christina's character is the only one which comes even
close.
3. There is pixel-hunting in this game.
4. The solution to any and every puzzle is finnicky. Some actions are obvious, like cutting the straps to the barrels, but we're not
permitted to do so until the game tells us to do it. There are other instances in which this happens, where we need to prompt a
spoken piece of dialogue. It basically becomes an exercise in trying every item on every interaction before moving on. If they're
not obvious and blocked off, then they make little sense.
5. One more problem with puzzles, there is a puzzle near at the end which nessecitates the use of an object mentioned in the
first ten minutes. It looks identical to everything else in the room and if I had not specifically made note of it, I would have been
stuck on this dumb solution.
6. The story in general. Oliver's problems are predictable and handled badly. His need to call his wife, during a robbery and then
an assault, is just ridiculous. He even says he could call his business associate\/crime buddy to stop this problem. His actions
with the cashier are cringe-worthy. The phone call in the beginning implies Oliver is a criminal, we don't need him to tell us he
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is, and apart from some behavioral problems, he never comes across to the audience as the lost cause the game wants him to be.
The plot here is too irrational to be taken seriously. Why have the sexual assault plot point at all when it affects nothing? It's
tasteless and it was not presented in a respectful way. Overall, the story just tells us that... crime and alcholism is bad? Oliver
never gets help for his addictive problems and Oliver's covering up the murder is presented as just for his guilt and actions. The
plot overall, is just a mess.
7. The dream sequence lags constantly and has no reason to do so.
8. The audio mixing sometimes covers over spoken dialogue, even on default settings.
9. There is no flavor text on items in your inventory, if you ever needed to get up from this game and forgot what all of them
were, you would not be able to determine what some of them actually are.
10. Lastly, length. I spent 2 hours with this game. If I had not had to fight the walking speed and the event triggering-dialogue, I
would have completed this game in one.

If you value your time, don't buy this game. It is too serious and poorly handled for it to be anything other than a money sink..
good game, but there is a easy line between vets of the game and newbies. when i started a single player game i faced a very
easy ai, thinking this would be wonderful training BECOUSE IT HAS NO 'TOTORIAL'. within 2 mins, i knew i made a bad
move, i swifly made defences, but there was too many of them. i died shortly after my anti-armor defence was made and
desroyed. i thought about that battle, and asked to my self. what the fluff did i just witness. i then tried a shard ai, thinking that
becouse they have no dificuly rating they are the training dummy ai. i put one shard on my team and one on the enemy team.
that was when i noticed that, shard enimies dont die, they just get stronger, realy fast. the first shard was defeated, but my shard
and i were overwelmed when the enemy made a queen endgame unit. it swiftly desicrated my bastian that was set in the middle
of the map, and i tried to turtle, and play simcity with the economy, but the queen qestroyed everything.

the experiances that i had in the game, showed me that, there is a void, in the system in the game. the ai need wording, in the
terms of difficuties, and should create a totorial, showing how the game is played, not just letting to players try and figure things
out.

-wolf. Im Just sad now uvu
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